From: Jean Public
To: ROBERT.SHAUGHNESSY@TREASURY.STATE.NJ.US
<ROBERT.SHAUGHNESSY@TREASURY.STATE.NJ.US>; JUSTIN.BRAZ@TREASURY.STATE.NJ.US
<JUSTIN.BRAZ@TREASURY.STATE.NJ.US>; INFORMATION@SIERRACLUB.ORG
<INFORMATION@SIERRACLUB.ORG>; INFO@NJPEER.ORG <INFO@NJPEER.ORG>
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018, 2:23:53 PM EST
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT ON AGENDA ITEMS OF MEETING DECEMBER 10, 2018 IN ROOM 1

ITEM 3 - DENY APPROVAL OF SELLING THIS HOUSE FOR $41,000. IT IS CLEAR THAT THIS AMOUNT IS A RIP OFF TO TAXPAYERS/CITIZENS OF NJ.

ITEM 4 - DENY APPROVAL OF SELLING THIS HOUSE FOR $129,000. AGAIN LOW AMOUNT FOR A HOUSE IN NJ.

ITEM 5 - DENY SALE OF SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING FOR $52,500. MUCH TOO LOW AMOUNT WHICH IS A RIP OFF FOR NJ TAXPAYER/CITIZENS.

ITEM 8 - DENY SALE OF PLAINFIELD GROUP HOME FOR $200,000 WHICH APPEARS MUCH TOO LOW A SALE PRICE

ITEM 9 - I THINK THIS LEASE IS TOO MUCH OF A SWEETHEART DEAL AND BELIEVE PSEG GETS FAR TO MUCH FROM OUR GOVT WHICH RIPS OFF TAXPAEYR/CITIZENS. THE RENT SHOULD BE INCREASED SINCE THIS COMPANY IS HIGHLY PROFITABLE AND HAS SECURE INCOME AND CAN AFFORD TO PAY FOR WORTH.

ITEM 10 - DENY SOUTH BRANCH WILDLIFE KILLING AREA WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP MORRIS COUNTY - THIS LAND WAS SAVED BY TAXPAEYR/CIZENS AS OPEN SPACE FOR WILDLIFE TO HAVE A HOME. THE NJ DIV FISH & WILDLIFE WANTS TO TURN OUR OPEN SPACE INTO PROFIT MAKING VENTURES. THERE IS NO PROPER SITE FOR A FARM IN A WULDIE MANAGEMENT AREA. FARMS SHOULDL BE ON FARMLAND. THIS WAS SAVED AS OPEN SPACE. THIS IS NOTHING BUT A PERVERSION AND SUBVERSION OF WHY THIS LAND WAS SAVED AS OPEN SPACE. WHEN TEH RESIDENTS OF THIS STATE VOTE FOR OPEN SPACE THEY VOTE FOR THAT LAND FOR TREES AND WILDLIFE TO LIVE IN PEACE. THEY DID NOT VOTE FOR IT TO BE TURNED INTO FARMLAND THERE IS A SEPERATE PROGRAM FOR FARMLAND CALLED FARMLAND PRESERVATION PROGRAM. FARMS SHOULD BE ON FARMLAND NOT ON LAND PRESERVED AS OPEN SPACE. THIS IS A TOTAL PERVERSION OF WHAT THE TAXPAYERS OF THIS STATE VOTED FOR.

ITEM 13 - LEASING A TOWER FOR $3700 A YEAR IS CHEAP CHEAP CHEAP WHEN YOU CONSIDER ACCESS TO A VERY HIGHLY CONGESTED HIGHLY POPULATED AREA TO REACH MANY MANY HOMES. THE RENT SHOULDL BE INCREASED TO $10,000 A YEAR.

ITEM 14 - THE LAND IN CITY OF PASSAIC WANTS TO SELL LAND TO FELIX AND CARMEN SANCHEZ FOR $23,000. THE SALE PRICE SHOULD BE INCREASED TO $49,000. MUCH TOO CHEAP AND AN INSULT TO TAXPAYERS WHO OWN THAT LAND TO HAVE SUCH A LOW APPRAISAL FEE.

ITEM 15 - 11 acres of land being sold for $15,000. this appears to be a sweeheart deal, since nobody can ever buy 11 acres in nj for such a low price. this property should be advertised with a realor to get more money for it from a purchaser. this is far far too low and another example of the queer way apprizer view land the taxpayers own and want to sell italways for such low prices. we see this time and time again at this state agency.

please note opposition to those items in discussing and voting on these issues. jean publiee

\%